OpCo Sustainability Responsibilities

Roles -

1. Sustainability Stream Lead (SSL) – To drive thought leadership, content and events within the UK chapter and sustainability stream.
2. Sustainability Young Leader – To support the SSL in achieving the key goals

Responsibilities and objectives -

1. Sustainability Stream Lead and YL Support
   a. Develop a network within the UK chapter network to develop a Sustainability community.
   b. Provide monthly updates to the CoreNet Board on initiatives/content and events.
   c. Organise 2 events within a year either –
      • Specific to sustainability
      Or
      • In support of another stream lead to enhance that particular event ie FM / Workplace
   d. Deliver at least one piece of content to either the CoreNet website or Leader Magazine associated with Sustainability or in support of another stream within the UK Chapter.
   e. Support the UK chapter board to expand the UK Chapter membership by at least 5 within a year.